Focus on What Matters

Discover Your Individual Value
of Microsoft Office 365
Do you want to be more productive with the right Ofﬁce 365 apps? With the COMPAREX Value Inspiration &
Experience Workshop you will discover and experience your personal and business value of Ofﬁce 365.
The Office 365 applications, such as Teams, OneDrive, Skype, Yammer and Delve, offer endless possibilities to communicate and collaborate efficiently. At the same time, this complex diversity is a challenge for many companies and users:









How can you discover
your opportunities with
the various applications?

Why and when should
you use a particular
app?

How do you keep up
with all the new apps
and features?

Would you like to use
the full potential of
Office 365?

Understand Why, How, and When You Should Use the Different Apps with the

Value Inspiration & Experience Workshop (VIEW) for Office 365
1. Discover your individual value of Ofﬁce 365 as you discover the opportunities of each
application through business scenario videos. Get to know how you can reduce costs, work

Your
Benefits

faster, better and more efficiently and increase security by using the different applications.
2. Work more productively and efﬁciently by gaining not only theoretical understanding
but also concrete values through practical use cases for your day-to-day business. We want
to inspire you to get more out of Office 365.
3. Adapt best practices for Ofﬁce 365 applications which are showcased during the VIEW
using the COMPAREX collaboration methodology combined with tips and tricks and handson examples.

COMPAREX AG

www.comparex.com

COMPAREX Value Inspiration & Experience Workshop for Office 365

Contents of the Workshop
»» Welcome and expectations of the attendees
»» Introduction of the COMPAREX collaboration methodology
»» Inspiration and Experience Workshop with hands-on examples on the values of selected Office 365 apps, e.g.:
OneDrive

Outlook

for Business

Yammer

Skype

OneNote

Best Practices

Delve

for Business

Demonstration of
 Top features per app
 Advantages & values

Teams

 Business scenario videos

»» Demonstration of how COMPAREX can support and optimize the adoption of Office 365 in your organization
»» Summary of the workshop findings and discussion about next steps to leverage the discovered values of Office 365
and increase productivity and efficiency for your organization

Why VIEW for Office 365?









Inspired
instead of bored

Customized
instead of generic

Focus on what matters

Flexible in length

Inspiration & experience
workshop, not a training

Apply the general value of
O365 to your individual needs

Depending on your business
needs, the top Office 365
apps are featured

The duration can range
from few hours to a
whole day.

Feedback of a Finance Executive from a Large European Bank

"This workshop was really great! I have never seen anything like that. Microsoft Teams was already known to us, but

there was an "AHA!" moment when I saw the integration of third-party apps, e.g. for project management, collabora-

tion with external partners or teamwork. It was really nice to see real and practical examples and not generic content
as usual.

"

The workshop is addressed to
»» Management & businessline leaders
»» Business & technical decision makers
»» Ambassadors for innovations

Master Your Collaboration Challenges with Office 365
Contact us today to plan your customized Value Inspiration & Experience Workshop for Office 365 according to your
specific needs, situation and timeline, as your individual Office 365 implementation.

COMPAREX. By Your Side in a Digital World.

Contact:
Andre Kleine
Senior Director Go-to-Market

COMPAREX AG

email: andre.kleine@comparex.com

www.comparex.com

